Secure Your Active Directory from End to End

Secure even the most complex Active Directory and Azure Active Directory from end to end. Ensure all identities, the sensitive data they provide access to and the underlying AD infrastructure are clean, understood, properly configured, closely monitored and tightly controlled — making your life easier and the organization more secure.

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“Netwrix has become a proxy set of eyes and ears monitoring for anomalous Active Directory and Group Policy activity. The volume of information it sorts through would require someone spending 4–8 hours per week. At the rate I pay for MSP support, that equates to savings of $1,200–$2,400 per month. Netwrix is a huge benefit for the company from the perspective of security, risk mitigation and cost-effectiveness.”

Spencer Andrews
IT Director, EventLink
Key Features

**AD SECURITY ASSESSMENT**
Strengthen your security posture by identifying and prioritizing risks, such as misconfigured security policies and improper privilege assignments — so you can remediate the gaps before attackers exploit them.

**ZERO STANDING PRIVILEGE**
Slash your attack surface by eliminating standing privilege — a vital part of a broader Zero Trust strategy. Instead, grant admins temporary access with just enough privilege to complete the task at hand.

**PASSWORD POLICY ENFORCEMENT**
Avoid credential compromise by enforcing strong password rules and preventing users from choosing weak and leaked passwords — all without hurting user or helpdesk productivity.

**REAL-TIME THREAT DETECTION**
Detect even advanced AD threats, including DCSync, Golden Ticket, DCShadow and Kerberoasting attacks, in time to take action to protect vital systems and data.

**AUTOMATED THREAT RESPONSE**
Contain incidents before they turn into security breaches by blocking risky changes and automating response actions, such as disabling or locking an account.

**ENSURE BUSINESS CONTINUITY**
Avoid business disruptions by rolling back unwanted changes to Active Directory objects or attributes in a flash. Recover your AD forest from a secure backup even if your DCs have been encrypted or completely wiped out by ransomware.

**DOMAIN EXPERTISE**
Sleep well by choosing a vendor with over a decade of experience keenly focused on the security of Active Directory and critical data.

**ECOSYSTEM INTEGRATIONS**
Get the most out of your previous investments by easily integrating Netwrix solutions with your SIEM and other security tools.

**OUTSTANDING CUSTOMER SUPPORT**
Get your issues definitively resolved by our knowledgeable customer support team, which has earned a 97% satisfaction rate.

Request One-to-One Demo — netwrix.com/ADSecurity